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CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR VEHICLE GRAPHICS.

Directions for use:
You are now the proud owner of a finely-tuned selling machine.
In other words, a billboard on wheels! We encourage you to use
this vehicle in every possible way.
• Park at the end of parking lots or in highly visible areas.
• Take it to events, festivals, games etc.
• You’ll see a traffic jam as a selling opportunity.
Be prepared because your vehicle will command attention... even when its parked!

Care and maintenance:
The manufacturer guarantees the material from major fading or peeling
up to five years, window perf one year, and horizontal surfaces two years.
With that being said, most issues tend to surface in the first 30 days after application.
Any issues from that point forward are typically from normal wear and tear.
Regardless, if any issues appear, give us a call immediately at 513.554.4700.
Please do not try to fix yourself.
If you notice bubbles or edges peeling back, leave it alone and give
us a call at 513.554.4700. Please do not try and fix it yourself.

Washing:
Ideally, you will have your vehicle(s) hand washed from this point forward.
If this isn't going to happen, we recommend a “soft cloth” car wash with any mild
detergent. If you plan on pressure washing the vehicle, do it from at least two feet
away and let the mist do the work. Also spray head-on, not at an angle.
Regardless, if you notice any issues developing, give us a call and we will help you out.

Appearance:
Just like any other marketing, or even more so, your vehicle should
be an accurate representation of your business. Please let us know if anything
significant has changed in your products, services, or contact information.
Keep in mind your rolling billboard is meant to be viewed from a distance.
Upon close inspection, you may notice slight imperfections.
However, from ten feet away, your graphics should appear flawless.

Thank you for your business
from all of us here at Advertising Vehicles!

